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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects
computer-assisted instruction has on the mathematical
problem-solving skills of students with learning
disabilities. A multiple baseline across subjects design
was used in this study. Three female students from a rural
secondary school participated. Data were collected from
fifteen sessions where mathematical problem-solving skills
were taught utilizing computer-assisted instruction.
Positive results were obtained from all three subjects in
the study, though the degree of improvement varied.
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The Effects of computer-Assisted Instruction on
Developing Mathematical Problem-Solving Skills
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) first began in the
early 1960's when large mainframe computers became widely
available to the educational field. At that time CAI use
was limited because of the high cost of mainframe
computers, inadequate software and high learning failure
(Anastasio & Morgan, 1972).
The advent of the microcomputer in the late 1970's
caused CAI to be a decisive factor in the classroom.
Microcomputers were considerably cheaper when compared to
the old mainframe computers and software was becoming more
readily available. Microcomputers were also becoming the
subject of much research, The results of these early
studies, however, were contradictory.
Forty-five percent of the studies in an early review
indicated that computer-assisted instruction had a
positive result (Edwards, 1975). This would also indicate
that over half of the studies were found unfavorable or
had inconclusive results about CAI. A more recent review
of research on the effectiveness of computer-assisted
instruction with exceptional children indicated that out
of 26 studies, 23 showed positive effects when using
computer-assisted instruction (Schmidtt, Weubstein,
Niemie, & Walberg, 1989).

CAI
J.A. Kulik, R. Bangent and G,W. Williams (1983)
proposed several reasons why CAI is being proved more
effective now than in the past. The researchers noted that
it seems likely that computer-assisted instruction itself
has improved over the years, or has been used more
appropriately. Kulik, Bangent, and Williams (1983)
reported that during their research study there was an
improvement in test scores. The researchers concluded from
their results that the expansion and improvement of
software seems to be a likely source of the stronger
effects of computer-assisted instruction (Kulik et. al.,
1983).
The studies discussed thus far have not dealt with a
specific academic subject. A large number of recent
research studies have dealt with the effectiveness of CAI
in mathematics. Kulik and Kulik (1989) concluded from
their research that students who received computer-based
instruction would out-perform sixty percent of the
students who received only conventional instructional
methods. The students also learned the materials in a
shorter period of time as compared to the students
receiving conventional instruction.
In 1981, Burns and Bozeman conducted a study of
computer-assisted instruction used as a supplement to
traditional mathematics instruction. Burns and Bozeman
(1991) found that when CAI was used for practice and
drill, students scored in the 59th percentile. Many
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studies have shown results that computers should be used
as a supplement to, not a replacement for, conventional
instruction (Bennett, 1991). An additional intriguing
conclusion was reached by the Burns and Bozeman (1981)
study. Burns and Bozeman concluded that computer-assisted
instruction was most effective for high achieving and
disadvantaged students. Disadvantaged students are those
who are perceived to have impediments that keep them from
achieving academically. This usually includes students
from low economic background, the culturally deprived and
students with disabilities.
Approximately 43 million Americans, or one in six
people, have some form of disability (Brett & Provenzo,
1995). Microcomputers can provide solutions for many of
the problems facing the disabled (Hagen, 1984). The
advantage of using microcomputers in the special education
classroom could be significant if computer-assisted
instruction is effective for special populations. Several
significant limitations exist, however, in the use of
microcomputers about which instructors should be aware.
These limitations include inadequate computer availability
and instructional weakness of available computer software
(Malouf et. al., 1990). Also mentioned before, CAI seems
to be most effective when used as a supplement to
conventional instruction.
Bearing that in mind, a number of benefits have been
associated with the use of microcomputers within the
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special education classroom. One of these is the
individualized nature of instruction (Loewen, 1981). The
teacher can develop a program to suit the individual
student's needs. Software is the key to the use of the
microcomputer. With the appropriate software, the
microcomputer can be anything teachers would like it to be
(Hagen, 1984). Microcomputers can provide drill and
practice, tutorial instruction and simulations. The
microcomputer is providing a solution for teachers who are
facing increasing numbers of students in the classroom.
The teacher can still provide individualized instruction
by selecting programs that best meet the needs of the
student.
Another benefit of using the microcomputer is that it
allow the student to progress at his or her own pace. The
computer is patient and will wait for an answer. The
student can read at his or her own pace and the program
will not progress until the student is ready to master the
next objective (Behrmann, 1984).
The immediate feedback that a microcomputer can
provide is extremely valuable. The student can find out if
an answer is right or wrong immediately. If the answer is
wrong, many programs will tell the student the right
answer and even how the solution was derived.
All of this feedback is provided in a nonjudgemental
and nonthreating manner. The student is not made to feel
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like a failure. Learning becomes a positive and exciting
endeavor.
Consistent correction procedures are another advantage
of computer-assisted instruction.

Corrections can be

specific and concise. Students can get confused by wordy
or conflicting corrections (Olson & Platt, 1996).
Good software will break a task down into small steps
and allow students to master one step at a time. Well
sequenced instruction is necessary for most special needs
students.
Computer-assisted instruction should be highly
interactive, demanding frequent student response. The more
engaged a student is the longer he/she will remain on task
and get more practice. The result is a quicker mastery of
skills needed. Several studies have demonstrated a
relationship between time on task and achievement with
students who have disabilities (Roblyer, 1988; Thormann,
Gersten, Moore, & Morvant, 1986).
The use of computer-assisted instruction also has the
result of minimizing disabilities of students. Students
with disabilities may understand a concept but be unable
to communicate the information. With microcomputers,
students can manipulate letters and numbers without having
to write or speak. Word processor software program allow
students to write without having to worry about letter
formation, grammar and spelling. The student can edit
their work without copying and recopying.
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The microcomputer has the added effect of enhancing
the student's self-esteem. Students with disabilities
frequently have experienced repeated failure and
frustration with their classwork. Success with the use of
microcomputers increases the student's self-esteem and
gives him/her a more positive attitude toward school.
A final important advantage of CAI is its high
motivational factor. Research shows that a computer
program can be an effective motivator if it has a game
format. D.B. Malouf (1988) found that instructional
computer games produce a greater continuing motivation on
a academic task than do computer programs which operate
identically but without game features. This could be a
valuable asset when a student needs to do drill and
practice to master and objective. Evidence shows that the
computer is more motivating than pencil and paper
exercises (Behrmann, 1984).
Matbematics and

CAI

All these benefits would indicate that computer
assisted instruction could be a very useful tool when
working with students who have disabilities. A long term
study was done by Inguar Lundberg (1995) with students who
had mild disabilities. Lundberg concluded from his study
that students with computer support demonstrated faster
development and could outperform students without computer
support. Lundberg found this to be true even if the
students had begun at a very low level of performance.
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The academic area of mathematics would appear to
benefit greatly from the high motivational factor of
microcomputers. A logical application of the computer in
mathematics would be for drill and practice. According to
cognitive psychology, complex tasks such as problem
solving require that subskills be completely mastered to
the point of being automatic (Clements, 1989). The student
needs to be able to perform these skills without thinking
about them consciously, freeing space in the student's
conscious mind. Software could be selected to increase
speed and accuracy in these essential skills. Computer
assisted instruction is very suited to provide this type
of practice, but the mathematics teacher needs to be
careful and not thick that the only use of computers is
for drill and practice. The current selection of programs
can help develop mathematical skills through games,
tutorials, and simulations.
The use of game software in schools is controversial.
Some educators dismiss games as inappropriate
instructional methods. However, games can be effective in
developing problem-solving skills and in increasing
motivation. Doolittle (1995) conducted a study using
computer games to showed statistically significant gains
on all measures and many of these differential gains had
be replicated in five or more different semesters. An
improvement in grade point average, dropout rates and
retention rates were noted on participating students.
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Instructional games may be considered drill and
practice programs with the appeal of arcade games. Often,
these instructional games allow a student to compete
against the computer or against another student. D.B.
Malouf (1988) found increased motivation when drill and
practice was presented in game format. Educational games
can provide more focus and concentration that other
methods of instruction for limited periods of time. Games
often improve response rate and accuracy which is
important in mathematics basic skills. In addition,
educational games are usually described by students as fun
and the students will repeat the games again and again
(Olson & Platt, 1996).
Tutorial software programs present instruction in much
the same way a teacher may do it. The tutorial program
will provide individualized instruction and repetition
that the teacher may not have time to provide. Structure
and consistency in instruction are also available in
tutorial program along with sequencing which is needed in
effective instruction. The tutorial

program will also

provide the immediate feedback and appropriate
reinforcement needed. Gleason, Carnine, and Boriero (1990)
compared a computer-assisted instruction tutorial program
with conventional teacher instruction. Multiplication and
division story problems were taught to students who were
mildly disabled. The curriculum for both groups was the
same except for presentation of information. The results
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of this study suggested that computer-assisted instruction
was as effective as teachers in teaching mathematical word
problems.
Simulations, on the other hand, utilize graphics to allow
the student to see the results of his/her responses.
Simulations can present graphic demonstrations of abstract
concepts and model reality without the risks. Simulations
can be time consuming but student's retention and transfer
to real life tasks is high. Simulations can be highly
motivating but some students can experience boredom or
frustration if a program seems too long or difficult
(Olson & Platt, 1996).
Teacher can match the characteristics of their
students with the capabilities of the microcomputer to
maximize the chances for success. Tutorial and simulation
computer programs could be an important instructional
resource for the teacher who works with students with
learning disabilities.
Research has found that students with learning
disabilities typically can do arithmetic computations but
many may not know how to apply these computational skills
to problem solving. Mathematics is a subject that depends
heavily on good problem solving skills (Parmar, Cawley, &
Frazita, 1996)
While the emphasis of mathematics programs has moved
to increasing problem solving skills, professionals do not
fully understand what human problem solving is or how it
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can best be taught {Clements, 1989). Sternberg (1985)
proposed that different types of processes are carried out
by separate components of people's information-processing
systems. Each component has a special function or job
which it performs. One component would decide on the
nature of the problem and another would select a
representation for the problem. Next a strategy would be
selected for combining performance components necessary to
the solution of the problem. Finally, a component monitors
the solution process.
Students with learning disabilities have usually been
identified because of deficits in reading, but many
students with learning disabilities demonstrate sever
deficits in mathematics. Areas of deficiency include
retrieving basic facts, executing complex procedures in
subtraction, solving word problems, acquiring concepts,
and exhibiting metacognitive awareness of arithmetic
problem-solving skills {Shiah, Mastropieri, Scruggs, &
Mushinski, 1995).
In March of 1989,

the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM) released the Curriculun and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics. The Curriculum and
Evaluation Standards for School

Mathematics

describes what

a high-quality K-12 mathematics program should contain.
One of the key recommendations made in this document is
that a greater emphasis be placed on solving word
problems.
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The recommendations that were contained in this
document have had a great influence on mathematical
textbooks. A number of mathematical textbook series have
now increased the number of mathematical word problems, in
some cases, by 91% (Chandler & Brosnan, 1994).
The emphasis on developing mathematical word problem
solving skills is also reflected in Virginia's

new

Standards of Learning. Objectives for learning
mathematical word problems are present on all grade levels
and in the subject areas of Algebra, Geometry and Calculus

(VADOE, 1995).
At this point the difference between arithmetic and
mathematics needs to be clarified. Arithmetic is the
process of computation with figures that includes the
basic operations (i.e. addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division). Arithmetic also includes the
application of commutative and associative properties of
addition and multiplication. The distributive property for
multiplication over addition and the inverse operations of
addition and multiplication are also important concepts in
arithmetic. On the other hand, mathematics is the
systematic development of mental structures that deal with
the magnitude of forms and quantities and the temporal and
spatial relationships between them (Gearheart, DeRuiter, &
Silio, 1986). A student may master arithmetic by
memorizing processes but still have poor mathematical
skills due to gaps in basic concepts.

CAI

A number of reasons exist that explain why a student
with disabilities may have poor mathematical problem
solving skills. Students with disabilities may be unable
to organize and incorporate information into a problem
solving schema. Students may also have problems with
perceiving the relationships among discreptiences of
information. These students seem unable to link
mathematical concepts and language with general problem
solving (Sharma, 1981). These conclusions have been shown
to be true in additional research. Bos and Filip (1984)
have shown that students with learning disabilities
demonstrated limited use of cognitive and metacognitive
strategies in academic areas which included reading.
Similarly, Montague and Bos (1990) demonstrated limited
use of these strategies in mathematical problem solving.
Mathematical word problems would be an effective way to
help students in these areas.
Word problems have the potential to develop a
student's reasoning, evaluative processes, reading
language, and comprehension skills in addition to
mathematical conceptualization. Word problems will help
students to focus on essential information, to analyze and
organize information, and to determine language patterns
that relate to mathematical operations (Gearheart,
DeRuiter, & Sileo, 1986).
Montague and Applegate (1993) concluded in their
research that students with disabilities need to be taught
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a variety of strategies for representing problems,
graphically illustrating word problems information and/or
paraphrasing the information. Given this information,the
conclusion can be reached that CAI would be of help in
teaching these strategies.
Visual learning theorists have a great interest in
computer graphics capabilities in improving student
achievement in mathematics (Kiser, 1989). Today"s
microcomputers not only generate color graphics but also
motion simulation, color and sound cueing. These features
could greatly enhance computer instruction.
Sequencing and pacing of visual materials could also
be controlled by the teacher when providing mathematical
instruction. According to Kiser (1989), 75 percent of
students felt that teacher-controlled pacing of visuals in
CAI was appropriate for adequate feedback and
comprehension of mathematical concepts being taught. In
another study, 78 percent of the special education
teachers being surveyed reported the CAI was effective in
teaching mathematics (Cosden, 1988).
The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for

School

Mathematics (NCTM, 1989) recommended that there should be
a greater use of calculators in the classroom. The result
is that the wide use of calculators has minimized the need
for basic skill-building in computation (Marshall, 1990)
Computer Programs
The emphasis, as mentioned before, is on enhancing
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problem solving skills and cognitive abilities.
Researchers are advocating strategies that present
students with a wide variety of word problems and
encourage analytic thinking {Parmar, Cawley, & Frazita,
1996).
Microcomputers have been utilized in an effective
program, HOTS (Higher Order Thinking Skills), to help
develop critical thinking skills and problem solving.
Stanley Pograw (1988) developed this program to improve
basic thinking processes of primary age students involved
in Chapter I programs. Pograw believes that children
normally learn systematic problem solving by imitation.
The children observe, copy, and practice thought processes
as they interact with adults.
Pogrow believes that young students are no longer
receiving this experience. A combination of less
conversation and more television viewing has restricted
the development of procedures for structuring and linking
ideas.
HOTS has been in existence for twelve years and
appears to be dramatically successful in improving
problem-solving skills. Schools utilizing the HOTS program
are reporting an average a gain of 15 percentile points on
standardized reading and math tests (Pogrow, 1988). HOTS
can also be used with elementary students in all
categories from gifted to learning disabled. In addition,
HOTS has a program for secondary level students. Programs
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such as HOTS, have been reported as being effective
cognitive strategy instruction for improving performance
on mathematical word problem solving skills (Shiah et.
al., 1995).
Spreadsheets have been found to be an effective
program for teaching mathematics. Spreadsheets do for
mathematics what word processors did for written language.
Students can move, erase, insert, and print their work
easily.
J. Brown (1987) lists the several reasons why student
should learn how to use spreadsheets. The use of
spreadsheets encourages logical thinking and promotes
organizational skills. Spreadsheets also encourage
problem-solving skills and enable students to view
problems in general as well as in specific terms.
Arad (1987) found that the following skills improved
when using spreadsheets: understanding the problem,
dividing the problem into subproblems,identifying the
appropriate variables, finding relationships between the
different components of the problem, writing equations,
and solving for the correct answer. Arad feels that
spreadsheets offer the ideal medium to solve word
problems.
Spreadsheets allow students with special needs who
have poor mathematical skills to learn how to organize
their math problems and print them. Since computers do
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most of the calculations, students can only get the
correct answer and problem-solving skill (Male, 1994).
Finally one additional computer-assisted
instructional tool needs to be discussed, the computer
language LOGO. LOGO was developed to help younger students
develop programs. LOGO is a program that translates
commands into electronic signals that the computer
understands. LOGO has been taught to all grade levels of
students from preschool to secondary. LOGO allows a person
to create programs easily and serves as a conceptual
framework for teaching mathematics and problem-solving
skills. It has been utilized effectively with students who
have disabilities, but little formal research has been
done on this topic (Clements, 1989). Future research is
needed to determine the effects of teaching LOGO to
students with disabilities.
Microcomputer technology has enjoyed a boom in the
field of education in the past twenty years.
Microcomputers are used in all facets of education form
administrative record keeping to instructional purposes.
With the advent of the Internet, students and teachers now
have access to a world of information. Students have no
limit to learning experiences.
As microcomputers have entered the field of education
so have they entered special education. Some educators
argue that this new technology has had a greater impact in
special education than in any other educational field.
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Microcomputers can provide a solution to many problems
facing people with disabilities. Today, a microcomputer
can provide speech to the nonvocal, telephone use to the
deaf, access to books to the visually impaired, and
environmental control to the physically disabled.
Microcomputers can remove the paper and pencil blockade
for students who have learning disabilities and improve
the quality of life for the mentally disabled (Hagen,
1984).
But for all the advantages that microcomputers have
provided, research has not conclusively shown how
effective computer-assisted instruction can be. Computer
assisted instruction appears promising but the research
data is limited in several ways.
The data has is limited in the areas of mathematics
interventions and computer-assisted instructional
programs. Also many conclusion from existing research
indicated only that particular strategies taught are
better than no instruction at all. Finally, although
several studies reported that computer-assisted
instruction has been effective when used with students who
are disabled, none of them systematically examined what
aspects of computer-assisted instruction were most
important (Shiah et. al., 1995).
Educators are faced with the problem of how to use
microcomputers effectively in the classroom. Often
instructional money and time is wasted on unproductive
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material and instruction. In special education, time and
money are two commodities that cannot be squandered.
Purpose of Research
Studies have shown the CAI has been proven to be
helpful in the teaching of mathematics. Research is needed
to determine if CAI is effective in the teaching of
mathematical word problems to students with learning
disabilities. The purpose of this study, therefore, is to
investigate the effects of computer-assisted instruction
on the mathematical problem solving skills of students
with moderate learning disabilities.
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Method
Subjects and Setting
The three subjects for this multiple baseline design
were selected from a rural secondary school. The subjects
were identified as learning disabled according to the school
district's procedures and critieria. The student's
classification also met state and federal guidelines.
According to the WISC-III (Weschler, 1991), the student's
full scale IQ's were in the average range (i.e., 80-120).
The three female subjects also scored 7 or less on the WISC
III arithmetic subtest. The subjects also had less than a
standard score of 85 on the Computation and Applied Problems
subtests of the

woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement

(Woodcock, 1989). Teacher interviews also indicated
difficulties in the area of mathematical word problem
solving. These students are currently enrolled in the
eleventh and twelfth grades. The students are receiving
special education services in a learning disabilities
resource setting.
Materials
The computer software Knowledge Quest (CBE, 1995) and
The Secret Island of Dr. Quandary (MECCA, 1992) were used
during the intervention phase of the study. Knowledge Quest
is an interactive learning game that can be played
individually or in pairs. Word problems are presented in the
following categories:

number concepts, whole numbers,
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fractions, decimals, and problem-solving. A feedback
function is presented to provide tutioral instruction.
Students score points by answering multiple choice questions
correctly.
�he secret Island of

Dr. Quandary (MECCA, 1992) is a

colorful and humorous program that encourages students to
practice mathematial problem-solving skills. The program
also gives reinforcing feedback. Topics covered in this
program are tangrams, NIM, prime numbers, composite numbers,
proportional thinking, and logic. The teacher can control
the material to be presented and the level of difficulty.
The instruments and worksheets that were used for this
study were computer generated. The computer program that was
used is Exam in a Can:

Applications in Basic Math (IPS,

1995). Exam in a Can was developed to meet the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics 1989 Standards for
measuring outcomes and to facilitate mastery of essential
basic skills. Exam in a Can:

Applications in

Basic

uses

algorithms to create testing instruments and worksheets
containing all word problems. Every basic objective has
numerous items that can be multiple choice or open ended.
Exam in a Can has been found to have the same format and
content as the New Jersey High School Proficiency Test. The
parameters of the New Jersey High School Proficiency Test
and Exam in a Can were an exact match (Algorithm News,
1996).
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Testing instruments were developed with ten word
problems each (See Appendix A). The computer program, Exam
in a Can, randomly draws items from the objectives selected
by the researcher. Each testing instrument has two word
problems per objective. The objectives were:
1) Add two or more whole numbers, decimals, fractions,
and mixed numbers.
2) Subtract two whole numbers, decimals, fraction, and
mixed numbers from each other.
3) Multiply two whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and
mixed numbers.
4) Divide a whole number, decimal, fraction, and mixed
number by another.
5) Solve multiple step problems using fractions, whole
numbers, decimals, and mixed numbers.
The testing instruments were field tested to determine
the length of time to complete each. The testing instruments
were administered to secondary students with learning
disabilities. These students did not take part in this
study.
Daily worksheets containing word problems were developed
using the same quidelines that were described in developing
the testing instruments. A stopwatch was also used to
maintain consistent timing. Computers were available within
the resource room for practice time.
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Experimental Design
The design applied in this single subject research is a
multiple baseline across subjects design. This design allows
the researcher to apply an intervention sequentially across
several individuals who show the same target behavior under
the same circumstances (Tawney & Gast, 1984; Marsh & Cooke,
1996).
There are several advantages to using a multiple
baseline design. A multiple baseline design can target a
common skill across several subjects and permits the teacher
to determine a program"s effectiveness across several
subjects. This would enhance the generality of the results
{Cuvo, 1979).
Procedure
Permission was obtained from the school division and
parents to conduct this study. (See Appendix B)
Participation was voluntary and all subjects remained
anonymous. All information pertaining to the subjects was
held confidential.
Each student received 30 minutes of instruction each day
for 15 days. Two students began the baseline phase of this
study simultaneously. The third student began the
intervention. They received group instruction in analyzing
word problems which lasted 15 minutes. The following steps
were used in group instruction:
1. Students received identical worksheets developed by
the researcher.
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2. The researcher restated each part of the word problem
and led a discussion on each parts' importance in
finding the solution.
3. The researcher helped students to develop a plan to
solve the problems.
4. The students then solved the problem.
5. If the students were correct, then the group would
proceed to the next problem.
6. If incorrect, the researcher would question students
and help them determine how to solve the word problem
correctly.
7. These steps were repeated for the remainder of the
15-minute session.
At the end of the first group session, two students
continued practicing solving word problems using pencil and
paper drill for an additional 15 minutes. One student
practice solving word problems using the computer programs
provided. This computer practice session lasted 15 minutes.
After all three students had finished their 15-minute
practice session they were administered the first testing
instrument. They were instructed to solve as many problems
as possible using just pencil and paper. The students worked
independently. Once they had finished the test, they turned
it in to the researcher.
After five sessions, the second student, along with the
first student, received computer practice time instead of
pencil and paper drill. On day eleven, the third student
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joined the other two students in computer practice time
instead of the pencil and paper drill.
Each day the three students received the instruction
that was outlined previously, followed by practice time.
The students were tested at the end of each session by the
researcher. Answers had to be completely correct to be
counted.
Description of Analysis
Data collected was expressed in percentage correct.
A multiple-baseline graph

was used to display student's

scores on the testing instruments. The percentage
improvement between baseline means and intervention means
will be computed by finding the difference between means and
then dividing by the lower mean.
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Results
Three secondary students participated in a fifteen
session study to determine the effects of computer
assisted instruction on mathematical word problem-solving
skills. All three students were present and participated
in all three sessions.
Subject Profiles
The three subjects are students in a rural secondary
school. They are all females who are currently receiving
learning disabilities services in a resource setting.
Subject A is an eighteen-year-old senior who has been
receiving learning disabilities

services for ten years.

The WISC III, which was administed in February of 1997,
indicated that her full scale IQ was within the average
ability range. The arithmetic subtest score was 6. The
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement standard scores for
Computation were 92 and the standard scores for Applied
Problems were 84, which showed a significant discrepancy.
Subject Bis a seventeen-year-old junior who has been
receiving learning disabilities services for seven years.
The WISC-III, which was administered in May of 1994,
indicated that Subject B's full scale IQ was in the
average ability range. The arithmetic subtest had a score
of 7.

The Woodcock Johnson Tests of Achievement indicated

a significant weakness in the Computation and Applied
Problems subtests. The Computation subtest had a standard

CAI

score of 83 and the Applied Problems subtest had a
standard score of 79.
Subject C is nineteen years old and is a senior. She
has been receiving special education services since
preschool. The WISC III indicated that Subject C's full
scale IQ score was 82 which is in the low average range.

The Woodcock Johnson Tests of Achievement indicated that
there was a significant discrepancy in the Applied
Problems subtest. The standard score was 81. The
Computation subtest was an 89.
Description of Data Collection
At the end of each session, a test with ten
mathematical word problems was administered. The tests
were computer generated by a computer program, Exam In A
Can (IPS, 1995). The results of each test were expressed
by percentage correct. The results were then recorded on a
multiple-baseline graph (See Figure 4).
Description of Data
Subject A began intervention on the first session.
Results indicated a mean of 65% for Subject A during
intervention (See Figure 1). Her minimum score was 50% and
her maximum score was 80%. This produced a range of 30%.
Subject B started baseline with a score of 20% which
was the minimum score (See Figure 2). The maximum score
during intervention was 50%. A range of 30% was present
during baseline. The mean score for Subject B during
baseline was 38%.
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During intervention the minimum score for Subject B
was 20% and the maximum score was 60%. The range was 40%.
The mean score for Subject B during intervention was 43%.
When a comparison between conditions was made for
Subject B, there was no difference between the final
baseline score and the first intervention score. There was
a difference between the mean scores. An improvement of
13% was present. A 30% overlapping of scores was also
present in the data.
Subject C began the study with the lowest scores, but
showed the most improvement (See Figure 3). Subject C's
minimum score during baseline was 10% and her maximum
score was 40%. (i.e., a range of 30%) Her mean for
baseline was 28%.
During intervention the minimum score for Subject C
was 60% and her maximum score was 70%. This indicated a
range of 10%. The mean score for this subject during
intervention was 66%.
In the comparison between conditions, the difference
between mean scores for Subject C indicated a growth of
136% in performance. There was a difference of 20% between
the last baseline score (i.e., 40%) and the first
intervention score { i.e., 60%).
Influences on Results
During sessions six through ten, the subjects
contracted severe colds.

The subjects were present for
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all fifteen sessions but the researcher believed that the
results did not reflect the students' best abilities.
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Discussion
The study was intended to determine the effects of
computer-assisted instruction on the mathematical word
problem-solving skills of secondary students who have
learning disabilities. Data from this study demonstrate
good results for the use of computers when teaching
mathematical word problem-solving skills.
Two of the three students appeared to benefit from the
use of computer programs to supplement conventional
instruction. Subject A began intervention on the first
session. She constantly scored higher on the daily tests
until the last five sessions. A similar pattern of
variation in data was observed when Subject A's results
were compared to Subject B and Subject

c.

Subject B demonstrated that computer-assisted
instruction does not always have a dramatic impact on the
acquisition of mathematical word problem-solving skills.
Researchers have found that for some students computer
assisted instruction does not have a significant impact on
achievement (Malouf et. al., 1990).
Several reasons could explain this result. Computer
assisted instruction is a highly visual form of
instruction. According to Shiah et. al. (1995), students
who are mainly auditory or kinesthic learners may not
derive benefit from this type of instruction. The addition

CAI
of sound to many program may offset this problem for
auditory learners.
Another reason students may not benefit from computer
assisted instruction is that variations in computer
programs do not influence mathematics problem-solving
performance for all students (Shiah et. al., 1995). A
final reason a student may not perform well when using
computers is that it may have no motivational factor for
them.
Subject B admitted to this researcher at the beginning
of the study that she did not care for computers. Her lack
of motivation my have influenced her performance,
especially at the beginning of the intervention phase.
Subject C began the study with the lowest test scores
but finished the study showing the most dramatic
improvement in performance. The results from this subject
substantiate current research findings that computer
assisted instruction helps students with learning
disabilities acquire mathematical word problem-solving
skills (Shiah et. al., 1995).
Illness is a factor that may have influenced subject
performance during this study. During sessions 6-10, all
three subjects experienced severe colds. While the colds

did not prevent the subjects from attending school, they
were not performing at their best abilitiy.
A research design of ABAB would have helped to
determine if improvement in mathematical word problem-
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solving skills would have been maintained after
intervention. Another improvement to the study would be to
have Subject A start with a baseline phase. A comparison
across conditions could have been done if a baseline could
have been established. Also a more comprehensive design,
such as a comparative study, would probably produce more
conclusive results.
In conclusion, the findings of this research indicate
a need for more study on this topic. Research is needed to
determine which students benefit the most from computer
assisted instruction and what types of programs would best
meet these needs. Hopefully the data gained from this type
of research

would lead to more effective programs for

students with learning disabilities.
The need for individualization is still of major
importance when teaching students who have special needs.
As demostrated some students can receive great benefits
from computer-assisted instruction while others need other
forms of instruction. Educators always need to consider
the individual needs rather than believing any one form of
instruction as a cure-all.
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Mathematical Word Problems
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MATHEMATICAL WORD PROBLEMS
3PRING, 1997
.:.

.

2.

3.

4.
J •

Page 1

The top walking deck of a ship is 120b feet long.
Steve drank

1

6

9.

This is only

How long is the ship?

of a quart of milk.

0

Harry drank� of a quart.

1
6

How

much more of a quart did Harry drink?
A discount audio store advertised a collection of hits from the 1970's
on 12 compact discs for $65.16. What is the cost of each disc?
Three screw holes are in a metal sash. What is the distance from
hole Y to hole Z?
1
5 in.
8
4 in.
8

8.

G

of the length of the ship.

'

7•

Form A

Identical cubes in a box have a total mass of 42.31 grams.
If there are 100 cubes in the box, what is the mass of each?

I,

6.
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,

I

0

0

X

y

0
z

Diesel fuel costs $1.29 a gallon. A trucker averages 9 miles to a
gallon of fuel. How much will fuel cost for a trio of 180 miles?

4k�

cups of flour and 1 ! cups of sugar in his recipe.
2
many cups of dry ingredients did he use?

Marcus used

How

Kim added 18.805 grams of a chemical to 21.838 grams of water.
What is the total mass to the nearest hundredth of a gram?

A customer's bill for maintenance and repair _at a service station
showed 6 quarts of oil at $1.20 each, an air filter at $3.75, an
oil filter at $8.95, 12 gallons of gasoline at $0.98 a gallon,
and 3 hours of labor at $39 an hour. What was the total bill?
10. on the first day of their vacati�n trip the Price family traveled 470
miles in 10 hours. What was their average speed?

CAI

MATHEMATICAL WORD PROBLEMS
Page 1

SPRING, 1997
1.

Banana
Cereal
Cola
Egg
French Fries
Hamburger
Hot Dog
Ice Cream
Milk (1 glass)
Milk shake
Orange Juice
Toast

3.
4.

Form

Nutrition specialists often calculate calorie intake. The chart below
shows calories for some common breakfast and luncheon foods. How many
calories would a person consume if he had a lunch of a hot dog, french
fries, and a glass of milk?
Food

2.

44

Calories
85
101
85
81
262
278
131
207
162
275
95
101

When Marva works overtime, she receives pa� for :ime and one-half
( 1. 5) for the extra time. In one i..ieek she worked 30 hours regular
lime and 16 hours overtime. If her regular hourly rate is $10.40,
what did she earn that week?
On the first day of their vacation trip the Lopez family traveled 136
miles in 4 hcurs. What was their average speed?
4

A ski group rented a bus to the ski slopes. Onl� � of the group
i
1
went on the trip and only 4 of those paid in advance. What part
of the total group paid in advance?

5.

The mass of a chemical sample and its container is 68.39 grams. If
the container has a mass of 37.071 grams, what is the mass of the
sample?

6.

Bonnie mowed� of the lawn and Jose mowed! of the lawn.
the lawn did they mow together?

7.

A clothing manufacturer had 729 yards of fabric to make identical
part� dresses, all of the same size. If each dress used 2.7 yards
of fabric, how many dresses were made?

8.

Mik� had $83.35 in his checking account. He wrote a check
for $21.16. How much money did he have left in the account?

How much of

CAI
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1
Maureen misread the directions and used 5 cups of f 1 our in a
6
1
times too much flour. How much flour should
recipe. It was 1
10

Maureen have used?
10.

The Chungs ar2 taking a vacation trip through the states. Middleton is
134 miles from their home. Outatown is 5 times as far. How far is
Outatawn from their home?
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5
Gadget Manufacturing had stock that sold at 99 8. After a takeover
bid, the stock rose 71 points. What was the new price?

l.

.::.

A discount audio store advertised a collection of country music
on 11 compact discs for $47.74. What is the cost of each disc?

2•

A jumbo jet carries 340 passengers, 38 in first class and the
If the average first class ticket is $530
remainder in coach.
and the average coach class ticket is $304, what will be the
�irline gross if the plane is full?

3.

�he Johnsons are taK1ng a vacation trip through �he states. Midj!eto�
is 133 miles from their home. Border City is 4 times as far. How far

is Border Cit� from their home?

A drill team with 41 members decided to buy T-shirts that cost
$14.2 each. What was the total cost of the T-shirts?

,b.

7.

8.

A clothing manufacturer had 704 yards of fabric to make identical
party dresses, all of the same size. If each dress used 2.2 yards
of fabric, how many dresses were made?
A charter bus holding 51 passengers cost $131.75 an hour. If
the round trip took 3 hours, what did it cost each passenger?
The oceanside path was 409 feet l□ng.
the stcrm?

9.

--..c�
.,.�. ="
.

The mass of a chemical sample and its container is 65.04 grams. If
the container has a mass of 29.301 grams, what is the mass of the
sample?

10. The perimete r of the pentagon is closest to what whole number?
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Form o

Identical balls in a box have a tctal mass of 59.64 grams.
If there are 10,000 balls in the box, what is the mass of each?

2.

A clothing manufacturer had 1521 yards of fabric to make identical
part� dresses, all of the same size. If each dress used 3.9 yards
of fabric, how man� dresses were made?

3•

Duane glued two boards together for strength.

One board was

of an inch thick and the other [.Jas / of 2.:1 in.ch thi c�.,
6
thick was the new glued board?
4.
5.

6.

Hm.1

11

16

A track team with 33 members decided to buy T-shirts that cost
$13.35 each. What was the total cost of the T-shirts?
In a three-person medleh! rela� race, the 100 meters was run in 10.14
seconds: the 200 meters in Z0.79 seconds: the 400 meters in 45.24
seconds. What was the total time for the race?

6
A ski group rented a bus to the ski slopes. Onl� 7 of the group
went on the trip and onl�} of those paid in advance. What part
of the total group paid in advance?

7.

If the perimeter of the triangle below is 24.24 centimeters, what
is the length of the third side?

I\
9.CM/
39_/

I

\\5,er,34

/

\

\

I

8.
9.

?

\

The oceanview pier was 564 feet long. A trop:cal storm caused waves
.
that smashed away 89 feet from the eGd. ..�cw _io�g was th2 pier after
the storm?
Rudy separated 108.4 liters of an acid solutioG into two parts.
One �art had a volume cf 45.859 liters. �hat was the volume of
other part?

10. One precision ball bearing has a mass of 3.238 grams.

mass cf l□C of the bear�ngs?

What is the

,-
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For r..

Interstate 30 ,s 464 miles long. The ccmm�zsion wants to extend
it ancther 43 miles. How Ion□ w□Llld it be then?
�-

The ocean�iew path was 669 !2et �ong. A trc;1cai 3i�rm caused waves
that smashed away 97 feet from the end. How �cng was the path after
the storm?
The Malcolms are taking a �aca:ion trip thrc�gh t�e stat2s. Midd!eton
is :49 miles from their hcffi2. Cuta:�wn is 3 times as far. How far is
Outaiown from their home?

4

_, .

On the fourth day 6f their vacation trip the Lopez family traveled 336
mil2s in 7 h□Llrs. What was their average speed?
-- -·=
For the �ig game,

·- -

_, -

-.. • l·-

._ ''

\...

-

8uses are needed?
6.

What is the greatest distance from A to B moving onlu in the
direction cf the arr□�s?

In a three-perscn med!e� re:�� race, the 10C meters was run ln 10.03
seccnds; t�e 200 meters in ::.48 seconds: t�e. 4CC meters in 44.56
seconds. What was the total time fer the race?
Debra separated 86.35 1 i ters
One part had a volume cf 39.765 liters.
�
._,1 1• rn I -=·

weight is 29.22 kilograms.

Wha: waE the vc.u�e cf the

.-: =

•

'

-

2.6
•

i

---

l_,ii

j

I!

MATHEMATICAL WORD PROBLEMS
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Form F

1.

The perimeter of the hexagon is closest to what whole number?

2.

The top walking deck of a ship is 105 45 feet long.

of the length of the ship.
3.

4.

How long is the ship?

This is on 1 � 7
15

In the 1988 Ol�mpics, the ti::-,.2 for the 1,;inning 1,;oman's 400-rneter run
was 48.65 seconds. The time cf the winning man was 43.87 seconds.
How much faster was the man's time?
A car rental costs $11.95 a da!:J and $0.25 a mile. If Marie rents
the car for 5 da!:JS and drives it 189 miles, what is her cost?

s.

Elevators in a large office b�ilding are programmed to stop at
specific floors. One elevator stops at all floor numbers divisible by
4 and another stops at all floor numbers divisible by 7. If the
building is 95 floors high, what is the highest floor where both
elevators will stop?

6.

A new custodian cleaned

i of a classroom in ten minutes.

onl� � of what an experienced custodian could do.
j

This was

What part of a

room could an experienced custodian clean in ten minutes?
7.

8.
9•

10.

-:-heo separated 88.14 liters cf an acid sclution �nto two parts.
One part had a volume of 38.335 liters. What was the volume of the
other part?
Sirloin steak costs $3.78 a pound al the market.
5.54 pounds, what was the cost?

If Kato bought

Maggie glued two boards together for strength. One board was 9
16
of an inch thick and the other was 5 of an inch thick. How
16
thick was the new glued board?
2
Raul found a board to make a shelf. It was 9 7 feet long.
of it for the shelf. How long was the shelf?
He needed

i
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Form
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Felix separated 113.34 liters of an acid solution into two parts.
One part had a volume of 28,806 liters. What was the volume of the
other part?
7
Cind 'd cleaned
of the windows and Craig cleaned / of them.
0
10
How much greater was Cindy's part of the work?
3
Widget Industries had stock that sold at 99 4.
bid, the stock rose 3 l points.
2

After a takeover

What was the new price?

8½

A customer orders 7 00 copies of a flyer on
inch X 11 inch blue
paper. Calculate the cost of this order using the chart below.
Cost Eer Sheet for White Paeer**

-. 1
,o2
1
82

up to
200

201
500

-

501
1000

-

1001
and ue

X

11

$0.06

SO.OS

$0.04

S0.03

X

14

$0.07

$0.06

$0.05

$0.04

**add 1/2 cent for colored paper

5.

When Martina works overtime, she receives pay for time and one-half
(1.5J for the extra :irr:e. In or,e week she worked 38 hours regular
time and 20 hours overtime. If her regular hourly rate is $7.10,
what did she earn that week?

6.

Bob's exact weight is 29.11 kilograms. His mother's weight is 2.9
times Bob's weight. How much does Bob's mother weigh?

7.

Under old French law, the widow received�

a.

the children shared the rest. If there were seven children, what part
of the estate did each receive?
For the big game, 472 students signed up to go on the pep buses.
If each bus seats 49 and ever�one has to have a seat, how many
bus�s �r2 needed?

or

her husband's estate and

Page 2

9.

10.

One prec1s1on ball bearing has a mass of �.566 grams.
mass of 1000 of the bearings?

51

What is the

Kayla bought a skirt for $21.09 and a blouse for $16.83.

was the total cost of her outfit?

What

CAI
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1.

2.

1997

Page 1

4.

Form

One precision ball bearing has a mass of 8.958 grams.
mass of 100 of the bearings?
1
Gadget Manufacturing had stock that sold at 38�.
bid, the stock rose

3•

52

4§

points.

.:...

What 1s the

After a takeover

What was the new price?

mother's �eight is 2, 1
Ron's exact weioht is 26.15 kilograms. His
er weigh(
times Ron's wei�ht. How much does Ron's moth
If the perimeter of the triangle below is 28.1 centimeters, what
is the length of the third side?

9. 97
CM

?

j,

6.

7.

Martin mixed 11.547 grams of one chemical with 5.73 grams of water.
What was the total mass of the mixture?
�-

.�
�,9 S t U d en t S SlG:-11?,
c11e b'lQ QdrTie,
::;i._,_
.
d Up t .J �•J

t t1i?
If each bus seats 65 and everyone has to hav� a seat.
buses are need2d?
Three screw holes are in a metal sash. What is the distance from
hole Y to hole 2?
rur

1

1
115 n.

,.

11
n.
l�
,.-,

l)

'

,

()
'I

()

,JJ1

H
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Page 2

8.

A charter bus ho 1 ding 45 passengers cos l $135. 00 an hour. If
lhe round trip look 3 hours, what did it cost eac� passeGger?

g.

Mar lha c 1 eaned � of the windows and Wa':)ne c 1 eaned
How much greater was Martha's part of the work?

.i

53

of them.

lO. On the first da� of their vacation trip the Lopez fami1� traveled 460
Wha l l-l.32 •�-=- �verac_e so2ed?
'T, � l ,�S � n 10 hours.
r
C1'"=

...

�
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For the big game, 561 students sioned �� t□ go c� the pep buses.
If each bus seats 69 and everyone has tc have a seat, how many
buses are needed?

Sirloin steak costs $2.83 a pound at the market.

2•

4.57 pounds, what was the cost?

Maureen misread the directions and used 5

3.

recipe.

zl6

It was

times too much flour.

1

9

If Betty bought

cups of flour in a
How much flour should

Maureen have used?

A charter bus ho 1 ding 40 passengers ::os t $48. 00 an hour. If
the round trip took 5 hours, what did it cost each passenger?

4.

A new custodian cleaned� of a classroom in eight minutes.

5.

only� of what an experienced custodian could do.

This was

What part of a

room could an experienced custodian clean in eight minutes?
6.

In the 1988 Olympics, the time for the winning woman's 400-meter run
was 48.65 seconds. The time of the winning man was 43.87 seconds.
How much faster was the man's lime?

7.

The Garcia family traveled 1533 miles going to their destination
and 1442 miles back by another route. How many total miles
did they drive rounded to the nearest hundred miles?

8.

Peter drank! of a quart of milk.

Harry dranK

much more of a quart did Harry drink?

i

of a quart.

How

1
A ski group rented a bus to the ski slopes. Only� of the group
�
1
went on the trip and onlw- � of those paid in advance. What part

9•

I

of the total group paid in advance?

lo

•

Martl· r rr1···rj '4 8�8 arams of onP -h�-:-�1 l,,•·1·t.�• 3.88 □_.rams of water.
What was the total mass of the mixtL�e?
• 1

1 I

,X. ,;:: 1

!

,

-

_

_

,_ ll ,_ , ', '- ,_ •;;;a

ILAL WJ�u ��UbltMS
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Page

Form J

�-

A discount audio store advertised a collection of hits from the 1970's
on 22 compact discs far $89.54. What is the cost of each disc?

2.

Elevators in a large office building are programm2d to stop at
specific floors. One elevator stops at all floor numbers divisible by
6 and another stops at all floor numbers divisible by 8. If the
building is 85 floors high, what is the highest floor where both
elevators will slop?

3.

Kayla bought a skirt for $29.62 and a blouse for $28.60.
was the total cost of• her outfit?

4.

Diesel fuel costs $1.15 a gallon. A trucker averages 8 miles to a
gallon of fuel. How much will fuel cost for a trip of 320 miles?

5.

The Smith family traveled 1342 miles going to their destination
and 1434 miles back by another route. How man� total miles
did they drive rounded to the nearest hundred miles?

6.

Three screw holes are in a metal sash.
hole Y to hole Z?
I,,

3

0
><

7.
8.
9.
10.

What is the distance from

-,

8 in.
8

7
5 1n.
8

What

'

I

CJ
y

0
z

Identical balls in a box have a total mass of 58.84 grams.
If there are 100 balls in the box, what is the mass of each?
Rib roast costs $4.99 a pound at the market. If Juan bought
3.81 pounds, what was the cost?
One precision ball bearing has a mass of 3.381 grams. What is the
mass of 100 of the bearings?
In the 1988 Olympics, the time for the t.Jinnino 1.ioman's 100-meter run
was 10.54 seconds. The time of the winning man was 9.92 secc�ds.
How much faster was the man's time?
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R ld an wants to make a dog run in his backyard using the end of the
garage as one side of the run.

If he has 1991 feet of fencing and
6

the garage is 21� feet wide, how long wi 11 the run be?
6

--------,...----,

GARAGE

----

21�
5
- - - - _J
?

2.

In a three-person rnedl ='=i r ?ia'd race, the 100 m ?t2r-s t-ias run in 10.06
1

1

1

seconds; the 200 meters in 20.64 seconds; the 400 meters in 43.93

seconds.

What was the total time for the racP?

3,

The Rosarios are taking a vacation trip through the states. Midville
is 219 miles from t�2ir heme. Jutatc�� is 6 ti�es as far. How far is
Outatown from their home?

4.

A drill team with 48 members decided to buld T-shirts that cost
$12.65 each. What was the total cost of the T-shirts?

5.

A farmer has 108

1

7

feet of chicken wire.

He wants to build a pen

for his chickens so each side is the same length.

What will be

The top walking deck of a ship is 120� feet long.

This is only

the length of the side of a pentagonal pen for the chickens?

6.

of the length of the ship.

How long is the ship?

1
18

5
Her new skirt will take 4 8 �ards.
4
How much material will she have left after the skirt is made?
1

7.

Rosa has 6

8.

The t2achfront pier �as 540 feet long. A tropical stcrm caused waves
that smashed away 98 feet from the end. How long was the pier after
the storm?
Ralph used 1?1 cups of flour and 3�1 cups of sugar in his recipe. How
�
G
cups
of
d,�
ingredients
man�
did he use?

9.

yards of material.

K

CAI
10.

If the perimeter of the triangle below
1s the length cf the third side?

8. 78

cl

1s

57

29.55 centimeters, what

CAI
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A customer's bill for maintenance and repair at a service station
showed 5 quarts of oil at $1.10 each, an air filter at $6.00 an
oil filter at $8.95, 14 gallons of gasoline at $1.05 a gallo�,
and 3 hours of labor at $47 an hour. What was the total bill?
:;arriet misread the directions and used 4 1 cups of flour in a
9
recipe. I t was 1� times too much flour. How much flour should
Harriet have used?
The perimeter of the pentagon is closest to what whole number?

The Chungs ar 2 taking a vacation trip through the states. Middleton is
- - · ·
R-.
__,-•..�- ,_-_-, -�-.: t:_,- 1· -� �..,- times as far. How far is
11u m,l::'.
1..1, e·1r �.::1 '-i m1 ;.es 1- ,OiT1 •�
Border Cit� from their home?

5.

A jumbo jet carries 290 passengers, 42 in first class and the
remainder in coach. If the average first class ticket is $920
and the average coach class ticket is $499, �hct will be the
airline gross if the plane is full?

6.

Debra separated 92.34 liters cf an acid solution into two parts.
One part had a volume cf 21.908 liters. What was the volume of the
other part?

7.

1
Her new skirt will take 4� yards.
3
How much material will she have left after the skirt is made?

1
Glad�s has 9 �ards of material.

8.

Tom's exact w2ioht is 25.83 kiloqrams. His mother's weight is 3.5
times Tom's wei�ht. How m uch do;s Tom's mother weigh?

9.

Jose mowed� of the lawn and Bonnie mowed� of the lawn.
the lawn did the� mow together?

10.

f .sm i l ':!

How much of

L

C.\:i:
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1.

A swim team with 24 members decided to buy T-shirts that cost
$5.6 each. What was the total cost of the T-shirts?

2.

Nutrition specialists often calculate calorie intake. The chart below
shows calories for some common breakfast and luncheon foods. How many
calories would a person consume if he had a breakfast of a banana and
two eggs?
Calories

Food

84
142
92
81
263
289
121
207
162
275
95
110

Banana
Cereal
Cola
Eg g
French Fries
Hamburger
Hot Dog
Ice Cream
Milk (1 glass)
Milk shake
Orange Juice
Toast
3.

Find the area of the rectangle.

4.

In a three-person medley relay race, the iJG meters was run 1n 10.22
seconds; the 200 meters in 20.88 seconds; the 400 meters in 44.99
seconds. What was the total time for the race?

5.

In the same length of time, Barbara can do� the work of Willy and
2
Eric together. If Willy can do 3 of the job and Eric can do 1
5 of

of the job in two hours, how much of the job could Barbara do
in two hours?
6.

Patrick drank

1

4

of a quart of milk.

much more of a quart did Steve drink?

Steve drank 2 of a quart.
3

How

CAI

Page 2

7.

Marcus used 1! cups of flour and

st cups of sugar

60

in his recipe.

How

many cups of dry ingredients did he use?
Craig cleaned

1

8.

of the windows and Darla cleaned� of them.
7
How much greater was Darla's part of the work?

9.

Under old French law, the widow received

(

1

3

of her husband's estate and

the children shared the rest. If there were six children, what part
of the estate did each receive?
10.

c�

the th�rd day of their vacaticn trip the Nelson fami:� traveled 230
��12s iG 5 hours. What was their average

Page 1
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

for 112.G;.

�air =f slacks �er $18.08
.:, f J-i i S C ·_: : : i t?
t.ja_; :. j..= t,:, la l
--..- ,l

,._,1...J.=, '-

1
A farmer has 187�;_; feet of chicken wire. He wants to build a pen
for his chickens so each side is the same length. What will be
the length of the side of a square pen for the chickens?

A discount audio store advertised a collection of countr� music
Mai had $92.69 in her checkin; account.
fer 12�.G7. How much

.:. ·-= �: .,._ •. ;-.
'

I

�ti:'-.

,.� l

A new custodian cleaned� of � classroom in twelve �inutes.
;. of �ha� an 2x□erienced
=Jstodian c=uld do.
.

This

What part of a

room could an experienced custodian clean in twelve minutes?
6.

Rib roast costs $2.03 a pound at the market.
5.93 pounds, what was the cost?

7.

;he c.:2E1nsid:2 pi2, w.3s 451 :,22:. long. A :ropic:al � tor;;-1 caused
tha� smas�2d awa� 86 :22: fr�� t�e end. H=w !=�; ;......:.::, �,.-.= �•--=•

If Bett� bought

. . - ,-.

1 L -

8.

Martin mixed 20.783 grams of one chemical with 5.51 grams of water.
�hat �as t�e total mass of t�2 mixture?

9.

A customer orders 950 copies of a fl�er on
paper.

a½

inch x 14 inch blue

Calculate the cost of this order using the chart below.
Cost per Sheet for White Paper**

al2

sl2

10.

up to
200

201 500

501 1000

1001
and up

X

11

$0.05

$0.04

$0.03

$0.02

X

14

$0.08

$0.07

$0.06

$0.05

**add l/2 cent for colored paper
---+19 cents and a tat.::?t costs 3�:
L..:,
H C.: ;-. --J.:,.
b;J� for Exa=:�l·=
tl-1e::.•? ; t.2r,,�

.

r,
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M.::1r1r1id f1 -:ld •ij?�.'?C i:-, r-J is ,:tp?,:kir1!;l .=1,:c.:;uril. H:? l.J:-:::t:= =l ,:J-1,?ck
for $23.06. How �uch ma�ey did he have left in �he account?

2•

3•

'

7. .ri. .-:..
_

.

[.;aves

ri 1 ,� r

r- · - ·

the storm?
Nick wants to make a dog run in his back(d ard using the end of the
,;iarage as one sid,2 of the run.

·"')

1 f he has 180� f1?,? t of f,2nc i ng and
,j

the garage is 20b feet t,Jide, how long

t.J i

1 1 the run be?

GARAt�E

I
- - - _J
?

4.
5.

n.
w1es2
l, f.uel costs $ 1.17 a gallon. A tru=ker averages 6 mil2s to a
gallon of fuel. How much t,Jill fuel cost for a trip of 450 miles
?
1
A farmer has 198 feet of chicken wire. He wants to build a pen

4

for his chickens so each side is the same length. What will be
the length of the side of a square pen for the chickens?

6.

�f fabric. �Gw ma�u dresses were rnadE?
7.
8•

Tom's exact weight is 27.17 Kilograms. His moth2�'s weight 1s Z.5
times Tom's weight. How much does Tom's mother weigh?

In the same length of time, Rosemarld can do 1 the work of And ld and
6
Paul together. If And1::J can do � of the job and Paul can do 3 of

8

of the job in four hours, how much of the job could Rosemar� do
1n four hours?

==

Page 2

9.
- - -l

-::::1, I•...!

lG.

CAI

ne t..J-::srd t-Jas

ll
the c,ther was - o !- an ;,_- nc .:--i th·1 c k, .
t,
1
✓

·--•,··=.
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I

How
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Parental Consent form
I, --------- , consent to participate (or to allow
my child to participate) in the research project entitled:

The effects of Computer-Assisted Instruction on Developing
Mathematical Problem Solving Skills.
I acknowledge that the purpose of this study, the
procedures to followed, and the expected duration of my
participation have been explained to me. Possible benefits of
this study have been described to me.
I acknowledge that I have had the opportunity to obtain
additional information regarding this research project, and that
any questions I have raised have been answered to my full
satisfaction. I understand that my child's participation in this
research is voluntary, and I am free to withdraw my consent at
any time and to discontinue �articipation in this project
without prejudice. further, I understand that no information
will be presented which will identify my child as the subject
of this study unless, I give my permission in writing. I will
also be informed of all findings in this study.
finally,

I acknowledge that I have read and fully

understand this consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily.
� copy has been given to me.
Da�e: _________

Signed: ___________
(Participant)

Date: _________

Signed:...,...___....,...______
(Parent)

Date: _________

Signed= ...,....----,------
(Witness)

CAI
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Mary_Winston Wise

Dear Sir:
I am a graduate student at Longwood College in Farmville,
Virginia. I am currently working on my Master's Thesis in the
area of mild to moderate disabilities. This letter is sent to
you to request permission to conduct an experimental study
at the county high school. My research will focus on the
Effects of Computer-Assisted Instruction on Developing
Mathematical Problem-Solving Skills. The study will include
three students with disabilities in mathematics from the
special education program at the high school The study will
entail training sessions with testing every day for thirty
minutes over three weeks. I will also acquire permission from
the parents of the students who are randomly selected to
participate.
I would greatly appreciate it if you would sign this
letter and return the signed letter by March 3, 1997. If
you

have any questions please feel free to call me . I

will be glad to submit to you a copy of methods section of
my thesis to help clarify any question or concerns about
this research. Thank you for your time. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Mary Winston Wise
Longwood College
Graduate Student
Yes, I give my permission for this study to take place in the
the high school.
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Fi9ure 1
Percentage Correct for Subject A
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Figure 2
Percentage Correct for Subject B
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Figure 3
Percentage Correct for Subject C
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Figure 4
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